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In the "rst part of the paper, certain incomplete character sums over a "nite "eld
F

are considered which in the case of "nite prime "elds F

are of the form


(g(n))( f (n)), where A and N are integers with 14N(p, g and f are
polynomials over F

, and  denotes a multiplicative and  an additive character of F

.
Excluding trivial cases, it is shown that the above sums are at most of the order of
magnitude Np. Recently, Shparlinski showed that a polynomial f over the
integers which coincides with the discrete logarithm of the "nite prime "eld F

for
N consecutive elements of F

must have a degree at least of the order of magnitude
Np. In this paper this result is extended to arbitrary F

. The proof is based on the
above new bound for incomplete hybrid character sums.  2002 Elsevier Science (USA)1. INTRODUCTION
Let F

denote the "nite "eld of order q"p with a prime p and an integer
r51. Let 

,2,  be an ordered basis of F over F and de"ne  ,
n"0, 1,2 , q!1, by


"n



#n



#2#n


184
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n"n

#n

p#2#n

p, 04n

(p for j"0, 1,2, r!1.
For integers n and k with 04n, k(q we de"ne n k by
n k"i8

#
	
"


; 04i(q. (1)
Consider the incomplete character sums



(g(A n)) ( f (A n)),
where A and N are integers with 04A(q and 14N(q, f, g3F

[x],  is
a multiplicative character, and  an additive character of F

. With the method
for estimating incomplete character sums used in [4] and excluding trivial
cases, we show in Section 3 that these sums are at most of the order of
magnitudeNq which improves previous results of the second author in
[10, Theorem 4; 11, Sect. 3] forN of the order of magnitude between q and
q logq. (The essential ideas of the method in [4] can be traced back to
Weyl, van der Corput, and Vinogradov.)
Now let 

,2, "1,  ,2,  be a polynomial basis of F over
F

; i.e.,  is a de"ning element of F

over F

. If  is a primitive element of F

and 3F*

, the multiplicative group of nonzero elements of F

, then "
for some integer l with 04l4q!2 and we say that l is the discrete
logarithm of  to the base , denoted by log"l.
In [2] the coe$cients of a polynomialP3F[x] of degree4q!2 with the
property that if
P()"



a

 for some (a

,2, a)3F
then
log"



a

p
were determined. (See also [3] for a short proof. Obviously, P depends also
on the choice of  if r'1.) In the special case where r"1 we have
P (x)"!1#




(
!1)x
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purposes it would be su$cient to have a polynomial f3F

[x] of low degree
such that f ()"P () for all elements  of a large subset of F* . In the case
r"1 for certain subsets, in [1; 8, Chap. 4] it was shown that such a poly-
nomial f must have large degree as well. In particular, the following result
was proved in [8, Theorem 4.4].
Let 04A(A#N(p and f3F

[x] be a polynomial of degree51 such
that
P()"f () (i.e., log,f () mod p) for A#144A#N.
Then
deg ( f )51!
2	
p 
N
plog p
. (2)
Shparlinski mentioned in [8, p. 145] that using a &&symmetrization'' trick, one
can replace plog p by p in (2) with a slightly worse constant. For r'1
this trick becomes more intricate and seems to yield weaker results than those
in the present paper.
In Section 4 we extend the latter result to arbitrary r. The proof is based on
the above estimate for incomplete character sums.
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS
LEMMA 2.1. For given integers ¸ and k with 04¸, k(q, the number of
integers n with 04n4¸ for which n k'¸ is at most k. Furthermore, the
number of integers n with 04n4¸ which are not of the form h k for some
04h4¸ is at most k.
Proof. See [5, Lemma 5]. 
For nontrivial multiplicative characters  of F

we use the convention
(0)"0. Furthermore, we de"ne deg (0)"0. We write e(u)"e2	!1u3C
for real u and Tr for the trace from F

onto F

. We treat the values of the trace
function as integers in the range [0, p!1], whenever convenient.
The following lemma provides a bound for complete hybrid character
sums with minimal conditions on the polynomials f and g. The proof explains
the reduction to a case that is available in the literature.
LEMMA 2.2. ¸et  be a nontrivial multiplicative character of F

of order
s and  be a nontrivial additive character of F

. Suppose that g3F

[x] is not,
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
[x]. ¹hen for any
polynomial f3F

[x] we have
 3F

 (g()) ( f ()) 4(deg( f )#d!1)q,
where d is the number of distinct roots of g in its splitting ,eld over F

.
Proof. First we construct for any f3F

[x] an h3F

[x] such that
( f ())" (h()) for all 3F

and h is either a constant polynomial or gcd(deg(h), q)"1. Let m be a posit-
ive integer such that deg ( f )4m. Then
f (x)" 



x
with all 

3F

. For each 14j4m we write j"p	c

with integers k

50 and
c

51, where gcd(c

, p)"1. Then for all 3F

we have with some 
3F*

,
 (

)"e (

Tr (


	c))"e (

Tr (

 ))"(


)
with a suitable 

3F

. The polynomial h(x)"

#




x satis"es the
required conditions.
We can assume that g is nonconstant and monic. Let e

,2, e be the
exponents in the canonical factorization of g in F

[x]. Then
b :"gcd(s, e

,2 , e )(s
by the condition on g and we can write g"G for some G3F

[x].
Therefore we obtain

3F

(g ()) ( f ())" 
3F

 (G()) ( h ()).
Now the lemma follows by [7, Lemma 1.2C and Theorems 2.2C, 2.2G(ii),
and 3.1B]. 
Let 

,2 ,  be the dual basis of 1,  ,2 , , i.e.,
Tr(

)"
0
1
if j

Oj

,
if j

"j

.
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3F*

we have



Tr (

P()),



Tr(

P())#



Tr (

P()) mod (p!1).
Proof. Let
log ()"



x

p, log ()"



y

p, and log()"



z

p
with 04x

, y

, z

(p for j"0, 1,2, r!1 and thus
P()"



x

, P()"



y

, and P()"



z

 .
Since
log (),log()#log() mod (q!1)
we have



z

,

x

#

y

mod (p!1). (3)
Moreover we have for j"0, 1,2 , r!1,
Tr (

P ())"x , Tr(P ())"y , and Tr (P ())"z ,
and the assertion follows by (3). 
3. A BOUND FOR CHARACTER SUMS
THEOREM 3.1. ¸et 14N(q, 04A(q, and f3F

[x],  be a nontrivial
multiplicative character of order s and  be a nontrivial additive character of F

.
Suppose g3F

[x] is not, up to a nonzero multiplicative constant, an sth power
in F

[x]. ¹hen we have




 (g(A n)) ( f (A n)) (N (deg ( f )#3d!1)q#q,
where d is the number of distinct roots of g in its splitting ,eld over F

.
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



(g(A n)) ( f (A n))!



(g(A n k ))( f (A n k)) 42k.
Then for any integer 14K4q we have
K 



(g (A n)) ( f (A n)) 4=#K(K!1), (4)
where
="





	
(g(A n k )) ( f (A n k)) 
4




	
(g(A n k )) ( f (A n k))  .
Using the Cauchy}Schwarz inequality and (1) we obtain
=4N 




	
(g (A n k)) ( f (A n k)) 

4N 
3F




	
(g (#
	
)) ( f (#
	
)) 

"N 
	

3F

(g(#
	
)g (#

)) ( f (#
	
)!f (#

) ).
Let g (x)"

(x!

) be the factorization of g(x) in its splitting "eld
over F

(we have assumed w.l.o.g. that g is monic). Since g is not an sth power,
there exists some h with 14h4d and c

I0 mod s. If

	
"

#

!

for some j with 14j4d, (5)
then the sum over  is estimated trivially by q. (There are at most d possible
indices m satisfying (5) for given k and h.) If 
	
O

#

!

for all j with
14j4d, then the polynomial G(x)"g(x#
	
)g(x#

) is not an sth
power and has at most 2d distinct zeros. Hence, Lemma 2.2 can be applied to
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)!
f (x#

) has degree at most deg( f )!1 if f is nonconstant and
deg(F)"deg( f )"0 if f is constant, and so we get
=(NKdq#NK(deg ( f )#2d!1)q
by Lemma 2.2. Choosing
K"q
we get
=
K
(N(deg ( f )#3d!1)q
and the assertion by (4). 
Remark. An extension of the method of PoH lya [6] and Vinogradov [9]
(see [10, Proof of Theorem 4; 11, Sect. 3]) yields




(g (A n))( f (A n)) 4(deg ( f )#d!1)q(1#log q). (6)
The bound (6) is nontrivial only for N at least of the order of magnitude
q log q and Theorem 3.1 is nontrivial for N at least of the order of
magnitude q. If N is at most of the order of magnitude qlogq, then
Theorem 3.1 is better than (6).
4. INTERPOLATION OF THE DISCRETE LOGARITHM
THEOREM 4.1. ¸et 14N(q, 04A(q, and let f 3F

[x] be a polynomial
such that
P(A n)"f (A n) for 04n4N!1, A nO0.
¹hen we have
deg ( f )'1
3 1!
2	r
p 
 N
q
!2 for p'2	r.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, the mapping  de"ned by
()"e 
1
p!1



Tr (

P ())
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
. We have for 3F

,
04


Tr(

 )
p!1 !


Tr(

 )
p
"

Tr (

 )
p (p!1)4
r
p
.
Since
e(u)!1"2 sin (	u) 42	u for real u,
we have
 e



Tr(

 )
p !e



Tr(

)
p!1 4
2	r
p
.
Therefore,
N4 
A nO0
e 
1
p



Tr (

(P (A n)!f (A n))) #1
4 

(A n)!





f (A n) #
2	rN
p
#1,
where  denotes the canonical additive character of F

. Theorem 3.1 yields
N(N(deg ( f )#2)q#q#2	rN
p
#1.
If N43q, then the result of the theorem is trivial, and so we can assume
that N'3q. Then
N(3N(deg( f )#2)q#2	rN
p
and thus the assertion. 
Remark. In [12] the remaining results of [8, Sect. 4] are extended.
Theorem 4.1 and [12, Theorems 1 and 3] complement each other.
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